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1. Team A is in control of the ball and is developing a strong attack close to its opponent’s 

basket when D4 falls out of his chair beneath the basket.  The official believes that this 

action was a deliberate act and immediately stops the game.  Team A is awarded 

possession of the ball for a throw-in from the sideline and the 24 second shot clock is reset.  

Is this the correct procedure? 

 

2. Player A4 executes a legal screen on D4 in order to move away for a ‘give and go’.  D4 

prevents this action by deliberately holding A4’s rear wheel.  The official calls a personal 

holding foul on D4.  Is this correct? 

 

3. A4 and D4 both have firm control on the ball.  In attempting to gain complete control of the 

ball, A4’s right rear wheel goes out of bounds.  The official calls a tap off.  Is this the 

correct ruling? 

 

4. Dribbler A4 is advancing the ball from team A’s backcourt when A4 stops his forward 

motion.  All of A4’s wheels and castor are now in the frontcourt but the ball is still being 

dribbled in the backcourt.  Shall the eight-second count continue? 

 

5. Player D4 tries to reach a defensive position in front of A4.  As D4’s rear wheel is passing 

in front of A4’s footrest, D4 suddenly turns his wheelchair at a 45 degree angle into the 

path of A4.  Severe contact occurs and the official calls a personal foul on D4.  Is this 

correct? 

 

6. A4 attempts to retrieve a loose ball from the floor by leaning forward.  Both of A4’s rear 

wheels rise off the floor.  The official calls a lifting foul on A4.  Is this the right call? 

 

7. A4 is fouled at the footrest bar, which extends into the 2-point field goal area, by D4 during 

a 3-point attempt.  Neither of A4’s large wheels is in the 2-point field goal area.  If the shot 

is unsuccessful, does A4 receive 3 free throws? 

 

8. Player A4 tilts his chair legally as he attempts to shoot.  Before he releases the shot, he 

makes contact with D4.  The official cancels the basket and charges a foul on A4 who left 

his cylinder and made contact in D4’s cylinder.  Is this correct? 

 

9. A4 is injured and the game is stopped.  During this stoppage Coach D requests a time-out.  

At the end of the time-out, A4 appears to have recovered and asks to remain in the game.  

Shall A4’s request be granted? 

 



10. Player A4 progresses with the ball by pushing it along the floor with his footrest.  Is the 

official correct to call a violation on A4? 

 

11. Player D4 tries to prevent the ball from going out-of-bounds.  In doing so, he loses balance 

and falls out of his wheelchair.  While still in bounds but lying on the floor he taps the ball 

to his team-mate D6.  Is this a legal action? 

 

12. Player A4 in control of the ball, while both hands are removed from the wheels, contacts a 

team-mate and his rear wheels come off the floor while attempting to shoot for a goal.  The 

official charges a lifting foul to A4.  Is this correct? 

 

13. After being involved in an unsuccessful fast break, player A4 leaves the court at the 

endline.  The ball remains alive.  Is A4 allowed to re-enter the court at any point? 

 

14. A lifting foul shall be charged against player D4, who raises both rear wheels off the floor, 

while both hands are removed from the rear wheels, and D4 does not make contact with an 

opponent who is passing the ball.  If team D is not in the team foul penalty, the game will 

resume with a throw-in to team A from the nearest point out-of-bounds.  Is this the correct 

procedure? 

 

15. Player A4 succeeds in securing control of a ball that is rolling towards the boundary line.  

In doing so, A4 is on the verge of rolling out of bounds.  A4 throws the ball intentionally 

against the wheelchair of his opponent D4, causing it to go out of bounds.  The official 

awards the ball to team A from the nearest point out-of-bounds.  Is the official correct? 

 

16. A4 has his front castors in the frontcourt and his rear wheels in the backcourt.  He receives 

the ball from A5 who is in the backcourt.  His team-mate A6 sits with 3 wheels in the 

frontcourt and one rear wheel touching the centre line.  A4 passes the ball to A6.  Is the 

official correct in ruling a violation on the play? 

 

17. A4 wheels into the vicinity of the basket and receives a waist high pass beneath the 

outstretched arms of defender D4.  As A4 begins to move his shooting hand up towards the 

basket, D4 brings his arms down establishing contact with A4.  A4 was not in the cocked 

shooting position but the official charged D4 with a foul.  Should A4 get two free throws? 

 

18. Team A has control of the ball in the frontcourt with seven (7) seconds remaining on the 24 

second shot clock when the official calls a double foul on A4 and D4.  After the official 

finishes reporting the fouls, shall the shot clock be reset to fourteen (14) seconds for team 

A? 

 

19. Player A4 holds the ball over his head in order to shoot.  D4 approaches A4 from the side 

and, without initiating wheelchair contact, makes significant contact with A4’s shooting 

hand.  Is the official correct in calling a shooting foul on D4? 

 

20. Is lighting that reflects or flashes, permitted on the wheels, the chair or castors? 



21. Player D4 lifts from his seat when trying to intercept a pass from A4 to A6 but fails to 

touch the ball.  The official fails to call a lifting foul because this action did not interfere 

with the momentum of the game.  Is the official correct? 

 

22. Player A4 takes the first of two free throws but, before taking the second, A6 is charged 

with a technical foul.  A4 completes the second free throw.  Is it permitted for team D to 

make a substitution prior to the free throws for the technical foul? 

 

23. During the last two minutes of the game, A4 has dribbled for 6 seconds in the team A 

backcourt, when D4 taps the ball out-of-bounds.  Team A is granted a time-out.  After the 

time-out, the game is resumed by team A4’s throw-in from the designated spot in team A’s 

front court with no reset of the shot clock.  Is this the correct procedure? 

 

24. Player A4 shoots for a field goal.  Immediately after A4’s hand has completed its follow 

through, D4 slightly touches the footrest of A4.  The official calls a foul on D4 for 

contacting the shooter.  Is the official correct? 

 

25. A4 is awarded a throw-in.  While holding the ball, A4’s hands cross the plane of the 

boundary line so that the ball is above the in-bounds area.  Is D4 permitted to grab the ball 

without contacting A4’s hands? 
 

 

 


